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EDITORIAL

Languages are not isolated  phenomena. They have their descendants as well as
antecedents. Likewise, Sanskrit language is also not an isolated language. It has its antecedents
as well as consequences. The antecedents of Sanskrit are immediately Vedic and remotely
Indo- Iranian and still more remotely Indo- European. So, linguistically the Indo- European
(IE) is the parent language of Sanskrit. The linguistic name of Sanskrit is OIA ( Old Indo
Aryan) which belongs to the Indic group of the IE family of languages.

Besides Indo -European and Indo-Iranian, several other factors are also responsible for
the formation of the Old Indo Aryan i.e. Sanskrit. The present state of Sanskrit is a combination
of all these factors. So, different stages of the development of OIA are Indo-European-> Indo-
Iranian-> Pro Indo Aryan -> Spoken Sanskrit -> Vedic -> Classical Sanskrit -> Modern Sanskrit.

Sanskrit stands at the head of all the Indian languages of Aryan origin. It is the
inexhaustible source of all kinds of knowledge of the ancient religion as well as mythology,
history and ethnology, philosophy, law, ethics, science and technology, ayurveda, astronomy,
mathematics, art, architecture and many more. There is no aspect of life that is not found in
Sanskrit literature. It is a store house of the glorious cultural heritage of India with varied
uniqueness.

The Department of Sanskrit, B. Borooah College has also tried to focus on the different
aspects of Sanskrit Literature through different mediums. The research journal of the department
is one of them. The department of Sanskrit is very happy to present before you the fourth
volume of S JAN, A Biennial Peer Reviewed Research Journal. This research journal is a
platform for publication of research papers on various aspects of Sanskrit literature. The present
issue tries to provide insight on the subjects like Vedic, Classical Sanskrit Literature, Modern
Sanskrit Literature, Polity, Yoga ,Gita and many more. Hope, the published research papers
will be able to draw the attention of the readers from various disciplines.

We owe a special word of gratitude to all the learned contributors for their scholarly
papers without which it would not have been possible to bring out this volume.  We offer our
heartfelt thanks and gratitude to the esteemed members of the advisory board for their help and
advice. We are also very grateful to the office of the B Borooah College for granting financial
assistance. We convey our sincere regards to our principal  Dr. Satyendra Nath Barman for his
support and encouragement. We would also like to thank press Grafix, Hedayetpur, Guwahati
for their utmost care in printing out the journal. Let us not forget to beg apology for any kind of
mistakes made in the process of editing.

Dr. Kalpita Bujarbarua
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Morals Imparted by Mah kavi K lid sa

Prof. Shrutidhara Chakravarty

K lid sa is considered to be one of the greatest poets of the world. This great
writer flourished in c. 4th century A. D. in India. He authored two Mah k vyas, two
Kha ak vyas and three R pakas (dramas).

People of all time have adored K lid sa’s writings as his style of writing is very
lucid and his compositions are full of Rasa. But his greatness lies also on the fact that
the morals imparted through his writings are universal in nature. These messages
regarding different aspects of human life are applicable even to the present day modem
world. It is not possible to cover all the aspects regarding which K lid sa has imparted
morals, only in few pages. Hence, few aspects namely, relationship between man and
nature, concept of love, one’s relationship with other people around him and a positive
attitude towards life are taken up for study in this paper.

On Relationship between Human being and Nature: K lid sa advocates for a
harmonious co-existence between human being and Nature. His Kum rasambhava starts
with a benediction and description of the Him laya, the highest mountain of the world.
He says:

‘In the northern side there lies the Him laya, the king of the mountains, which is
the abode of gods and which spreads up to the ocean in the eastern as well as the
western sides, as if it is the balance to weigh the world.”1

The Him laya is depicted in the said Mah k vya as the father of P rvat  (means
daughter of Parvata, i.e., mountain), the wife of Lord iva. Thus, the great mountain
plays a major role in the work.

In the Abhij na akuntalam it is seen that the heroine akuntal  is closely
connected with Nature. From her name itself it can be known that she was protected by
akunta, i.e., bird just after her birth, when she was abandoned by her mother Menak .2

This story is found in the Mah bh rata3 also. She has grown up in the hermitage of sage
Ka va, by the river M lin , in the lap of Nature. She has treated the flora of the hermitage
as her siblings. She does not take a drop of water before watering them, does not pluck
even a leaf to decorate herself, though she loves to do so, and becomes very happy to
see them having flowers.
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Cf p tu  na prathama  vyavasyati jala  yusm svap tesu y
n datte priyama dan , pi bhavat  snehena y  pallavam /
dye va  kusumapras tisamaye yasy  bhavatyutsavah

seya  y ti akuntal  patig ha  sarvairanuj yat m 114

In fact the aforesaid verse is a speech of sage Ka va, whereby he addresses the
flora of the hermitage at the time of his daughter akuntal ’s departure from the hermitage
to her husband’s house, and Ka va here requests the flora of the hermitage to permit

akuntal  to do so. This shows that akuntal  has been reared up in the lap of Nature
and the wise sage while giving adieu to akuntal  has not forgotten to make reference
of it. The sage gives due respect and thereby expresses his gratitude to the Nature as it
has great contribution for sustenance of entire mankind. Through this K lid sa has
made an endeavour to depict the close relationship of mankind with Nature.

It is quite surprising that as if in return of such respect and affection from akuntal ,
the trees give her all the needed attire and ornaments to dress up like a bride.5 This
suggests that if people take care of Nature and nurture it with love and affection the
Nature also reciprocates in abundance for sustenance and development of the entire
mankind.

Fauna of the hermitage of Ka va is also attached to akuntal . She takes due care
of the animals when they are sick. She nurtures them taking them to be her own children.6

While she is taking leave from the hermitage and starts her journey to her husband’s
home, entire animal folk of the hermitage can sense it and becomes grief stricken. Cf.
akuntal  - vaccha! ki  sahav saparicc i i  ma  a usarasi. acirappas d e ja a e

vi  va hido evva. d i  pi mae virahida  tuma  t do cintaissadi,7

Just like akuntal  of the Abhij na kuntalam, Yak apatn , the heroine of the
Meghad ta. also takes care of the Mandara tree of her home considering it to be her
own child.8

A beautiful description of Yak apatn  playing with a pea-cock, making it dance
by clapping her hands, is found in the Uttaramegha portion of the Meghad ta.9 In
another description it is found that Yak apatn  is sharing her grief with a domestic bird
behaving with it like a close friend.10

In the tusa h ra it is shown as to how change of six seasons influences the
mood and bchaviours of every living being including human being, animal kingdom
and the plants. Mankind being creature of the Nature should be aware of this above
mentioned influence and maintain a harmony among all the creatures of the Nature.

Likewise, K lid sa has painted beautiful pictures of harmonious co-existence
between Nature and human being in his Abhij na kuntalam also. In the first act of
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the drama it is found that akuntal  is united with Du yanta, the hero of the play at the
hermitage of sage Ka va, in midst of Nature. It seems as if Nature is an integral part of
the life of akuntal . In the fifth act of the play, when akuntal  meets Du yanta at his
court, Nature is no more there at the background. Hence, the situation is completely
different there. akuntal  is rejected there by her husband Du yanta, She has faced
severe humiliation from all quarters, even from her own people, viz., Gautam ,

ar garava and radvata. In the seventh act akuntal  is reunited with Du yanta in the
hermitage of sage M r ca. There again akuntal  is found being in the midst of Nature.

According to the cannons of Sanskrit Poetics, one of the major aims of creating a
literary composition is to impart knowledge or moral through entertainment. Thus,
from the R m ya a we get the moral that one should be like R ma and not like R va a,
tat k nteva sarasat p danen bhimukh k tya, r m divadvartitavya  na
r va divadityupade a  ca yath yoga  kave  sah dayasya ca karot ti sarvath  tatra
yatan yam.11 In a Dhvanik vya, which is considered to be the best category of K vya,
morals are generally imparted indirectly as a suggested sense. Through the story of

akuntal , K lid sa has given message suggestively that when mankind is having a
harmonious coexistence with the Nature, the mankind is having a safe and sound life
with a happy and healthy environment, just as the life of akuntal , seen in the first act
of the Abhij na kuntalam. But whenever such harmonious coexistence perishes,
mankind as well as the whole world has to face devastating and horrendous effect of
such imbalance, just as akuntal  has to in the fifth act of the drama, where she is no
more under the protection of the Nature. Thus, through the story of akuntal  the great
poet is warning the mankind about the devastating effect of destruction of natural
resources through which ecological imbalance is produced. Probably that is why K lid sa
has started all his dramas with a benediction of Lord iva, who is the symbol of
auspiciousness and well-being (ma gala), and has eight forms which are nothing but
different components of the vast Nature around mankind, viz., earth, water, fire, air,
ether, the Sun, the Moon and the priest who is employed to perform sacrifices.12

Entrance of Du yanta at the very first act of the Abhij na kuntalam is shown
while he is chasing a deer. He is about to pierce the deer with his arrow. At that moment
enters an ascetic who bars him from doing so. Addressing Du yanta the ascetic says -
‘O king! This deer belongs to the hermitage. Do not kill him. You should not pierce the
deer with your arrow, because your arrow to him will be like fire to a heap of cotton.
How can there be a comparison between this delicate deer and your arrow, which is as
deadly as thunderbolt?”13 Obeying the said order-like statement of the ascetic, Du yanta
lowers down his weapon. At this gesture of the king, the ascetic praises him and says
that his weapon should be used for protecting the world, and not for destruction.14

Such entrance of Du yanta bears a lot of significance. It is generally accepted
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that this entrance is symbolic. Here the deer symbolizes akuntal , It is indicated that in
the story, which is about to be unfolded in the following events, akuntal  will be in
danger because of Du yanta. But some other important messages are also given through
it. K lid sa while asking king Du yanta, through the mouth of the ascetic not to kill the
deer, has given the message that we should not destroy flora and fauna in view of
protecting and preserving the ecological order on this planet. Otherwise, creation will
come to an end forever. The poet has also conveyed the message that the ruler of a
country should not misuse his power and his weapons. He should maintain utmost
restraint in exercising his power for the welfare of all living beings. Otherwise, he will
cause destruction and untold miseries of this living world. This message has a great
relevance to the modern world of nuclear power also.

It is worth mentioning that though the modern world has come to know the fact
that a plant also has life only after Indian scientist Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose scientifically
proved it in the 20th century, Indian scholars knew about it since Vedic period. For
example this view has been clearly depicted in the following lines of the
Ch ndogyopani ad :

asya somya mahato v k asya yo m le’bhy hany jj van sravedyo
madhye’bhy hany jj van sraved yo’gre’bhy hany jj van sravet; sa e a
j ven tman nuprabh ta  pep yam no modam nasti hati.15

In a later period, works like the Manusm ti16 and the Mah bh rata17 also have
echoed clearly the same view that the plants have life. K lid sa in his Vikramorva ya
expresses this view suggestively. In this play it is said in the fourth act that because of
the curse of sage Bharata Urva , the wife of Pur ravas has been turned into a creeper in
the forest called kum ravana, where entry for female is prohibited. Being engrossed in
deep sorrow due to the separation from his beloved wife, king Pur ravas roams about
in the forest in search of her. When ultimately she regains her original form, she then
expresses that as a creeper she could sense the sorrow of her husband.

Cf. abbhantarakara e mae paccakkh kidavuttanto kkhu mah r o18

Thus, it is suggested here that a plant has life and feelings. The poet also states in
the Kum rasambhava that a tree once planted, should never be destroyed though it is of
no use. Cf. vi av k o’pi sa vardhya svaya  chettumas prata 19.

It is to be noted that the discovery of science and technology has led the mankind
to forget the contribution of Nature and for a better standard of living the mankind has
caused wanton destruction of Nature without considering the outcome of such a deed.
But, the mankind has of late realized its folly that without Nature it cannot exist on this
planet. Destruction of Nature will cause ecological imbalance and ultimate annihilation
of mankind from the surface of this beautiful earth. The disappearance of many species
of birds, animals and plants is a conclusive evidence of it. Therefore, being aware of it
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the world body - UNO, which came into being in the middle of the last century, has
already taken some measures to protect and preserve the Mother Nature to keep the
ecological balance for sustenance of all the creatures including mankind. In our country
also by appropriate constitutional amendments it has been made a fundamental duty
for the citizens to preserve and protect the Nature. For success of this mission, awareness
of the general mass regarding the importance of preservation of Nature is a must. To
popularize this mission people should be inspired by the teachings and morals imparted
by our great sages and poets like K lid sa.

Concept of love: love or g ra is invariably the principal sentiment in all the
works of K lid sa. But the delineation of love in his poems and dramas is not merely
for the sake of itself. In his writings love is connected with a definite ideal. The ideal is
that pure love is far above the mere considerations of physical beauty. In the interest of
this ideal, it is shown in the Kum rasambhava that even being a goddess, Parvat  had to
practice austere penances to win the heart of Lord iva.

The poet says: ‘when Parvat  found out that it was not possible to win the love of
iva with mere physical beauty, she decided to win it by performing penances. Otherwise,

how could such love and such a husband be won?20

According to the poet, love must always be associated with a sense of service to
the society. While in love, one must not forget one’s basic duties. Otherwise, one has to
face severe consequences, This ideal is depicted through the story of akuntal  in the
Abhij na kuntalam as well as of the Yak a of the Meghad ta. It is shown in the
beginning of the fourth act of the Abhij na kuntalam, that akuntal  is engrossed in
deep thought of her husband Du yanta, who has gone back to his capital leaving her
behind in the hermitage of sage Ka va, with a promise that he will call her to his capital
within a short period of time. At that moment, there comes the sage Durv s  begging
alms. The duty of receiving guests in the hermitage is assigned to akuntal . But she
fails to attend to her duty as she is preoccupied with the thought of her husband and
remains unmindful to listen to the call of the guest. It is a negligence of duty on

akuntal ’s part. Hence, she has been punished or that by the curse of the sage Durv s .
Cursing her he says - a ! atithiparibh vini /

vicintayant  yamananyam nas  tapodhana  vetsi na m mupasthitam /
smari yati tv  na sa bodhito’pi san kath  pramatta  prathama  k t miva.ll 21

Hereby it is said that the person about whom akuntal  is thinking neglecting her
duty of receiving the guest, will forget her, just as a lunatic forgets his previous deeds.

Likewise, Yak a has been cursed by his master Kubera, as he has neglected his
duty. As a result of the curse of his master, he has been separated from his beloved
newly-wed wife for full one year. He loses all his special qualities of a demigod and has
to live in the secluded hermitages of R magiri.22
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The great poet expresses that in pure love, the affection between the couple
enhances during separation. Thus, the Yaksa in the Meghad ta says: i e
vastunyupacitaras  prcmar bhavanti23, meaning thereby that (in separation) the
affections with the taste for the desired object heightened, become accumulated into a
heap of love.

Such morals regarding love can be very useful lesson for the youngsters of the
present- day society.

One’s relationship with other members of the family: K lid sa has expressed
his ideals regarding one’s relationship with other members of the family in several
places of his works. Here only one instance has been taken up as an example. In the
Abhij na akuntalam, when akuntal  leaves the home of her foster father Ka va and
proceeds to her husband’s home, she has been advised by the father as to how she
should behave with the members of her husband’s family.

Ka va advises his daughter akuntal , ‘you serve your elders; behave with your
cowives just as you do with your dear friends; when your husband is angry with you,
then do not quarrel; be compassionate to your domestic helpers and do not boast up on
your fortune. A damsel having such qualities can attain the status of a house-wife (g hi ,
i.e. the chief lady of a household), but one who behaves otherwise brings bad name to
the family.24

A family is the smallest unit of a society. Peace and happiness in a family is most
essential. Otherwise, it will effect the society. A horne is the abode of shelter, peace and
happiness for an individual. Therefore, every member of the family should endeavour
to keep the peace and harmony intact in the family. For that tolerance to each other is a
must. This aspect has been emphasised by the poet in the said verse.

In the modem life-style people go through many stresses and strains, and due to
lack of understanding and tolerance between the couples the relationships break up in
many cases. If the aforesaid morals and teachings are adhered to, then a family can be
a place of peace. harmony and happiness and thus the society also can prosper.

A positive attitude towards life: K lid sa was an optimist. Hence. all his works
contain a message of hope and positivity. All of them depict happy ending. In the
Abhij na kuntalam after a gap of several years of separation, Du yanta and akuntal
are united at the hermitage of M r ca. In the Vikramorva ya it is found that at the end
of the play king Pur ravas and his wife nymph Urva  are united with their son Ayus
after a gap of many years. Kum rasambhava depicts the story of win of the gods over
the tyranny of the demons. Likewise, the whole story of the Meghad ta seems to be a
journey from pessimism to optimism. At the very beginning of the poem the Yak a is
described as being depressed at the sight of the piece of cloud as he thinks that it would
not be possible for his delicate wife at distant Alak  to bear the agony of separation
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during the rainy season and she might succumb to death. But Yak a takes the positive
side of the appearance of the cloud and thus, appoints him as his messenger to his
beloved wife and sends her the message of hope that they will be united after four
months and these few months will pass in the blink of an eye. The Yak a requests his
wife to have patience with the words:

p nto me bhujaga ayan dutthite r gap au
es nm s ngamaya caturo locane m layitv  / 25

Through the speech of Yak a the great poet delivers the message of hope to the
world that one should never lose courage even at the time of suffering, because happiness
or sorrow are bound to change as man’s condition of life goes up and down in the
manner of the felly of a wheel. He says: .

kasy tyanta  sukhamupanata  duhkhamek ntato v
n cairgacchatyupari ca da  cakranemikrame a /26

It is interesting to note that for giving such useful messages in the Meghad ta the
poet has used the ala k ra called arth ntarany sa. Arth ntarany sa has several varieties
as shown by the poeticians.27 Among those K lid sa has used the variety where a
particular statement is supported by a general statement. This variety is the apt one to
impart morals. But in a suggestive way it also depicts a journey from narrowness to
broadness or in other words, from negativity to positivity.28 In the poem itself, the poet
suggestively says to himself to move ahead in the journey of his academic life steadily,
avoiding carefully the harsh criticism of his rivals like Dinn ga.29 Through such
expressions the poet has depicted the message of positive attitude towards life very
successfully.
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Personification of Nature and Protection of the
Environment as Revealed in the Mah bh rata :

Its Relevance

Dr. Mausumi Bhattacharjee

Abstract

The Mah bh rata as a treasure-house of knowledge reveals the fact
that man and nature are not two different units, but both are the parts of the same
entity. Vedavy sa has sent the message that the welfare of the human beings depends
on the preservation of the environment and ecological balance. Vedavy sa has
tried to expose his ideas through the concept of personification of various natural
objects. The references of personification are available in the di, Sabh , Vana,
Udyoga, nti, Anu sanaparvan, etc., where it is found that nature even played
the role of important characters and interacted with the human beings. This idea
of personification of natural objects reveals the innovative thoughts of Vedavy sa
in the field of Ecology. Vedavy sa might have adopted this allegorical and fanciful
way of communication to educate the masses the interrelation of living and non-
living objects of nature.

At present, people being overwhelmed by the affluence of the so-
called modernity, have failed to give sufficient justice to nature and thereby isolating
themselves from nature. As a result, human-nature conflict has been creating severe
environmental challenges before the living beings. As the welfare of the human
beings depends on the preservation of the environment, it is the moral responsibility
of the human beings to protect the animals, trees, birds, mountains, rivers, oceans,
etc., for their own protection.

In this paper an effort has been made to expose the environmental
thoughts of Vedavy sa, veiled under the concept of personification of nature to
create awareness among the masses that protection of animate and inanimate objects
of the environment are equally important for the sustainability of the living beings
in this planet.

Keywords: The Mah bh rata, personification, interrelation, preservation.
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Introduction :

The Mah bh rata remains as one of the most resourceful sources of knowledge in the
world, especially in the Indian subcontinent for thousands of years. As a perennial source of
environmental knowledge this epic has been explored by the divers of knowledge from a very
early period. In this epic, we find that the imaginary and innovative ideas of Vedavy sa have
been integrated with ecological ideas that suggest the existence of mutual understanding among
various objects of nature. The Mah bh rata has sent the message that continuous development
of the society is possible only through the protection of the living and non-living objects of
nature. This perception of development has a very ancient root extending up to the gvedic
era. The available records of the Vedic period give numerous descriptions of natural objects
and their relationship with the human beings. The seers of ancient India proclaimed that nature
is the constant companion of the living beings. The basic concept of environment continued to
be a matter of religion and spirituality from early days. The Atharvaveda has declared that the
Earth is our mother and we are her offspring: 'm t  bh mi  putro'ha  p thivy '.1 This has
been clearly explained in the essay, 'Vede u Pary vara am', written by Rakesh Sastri, published
in the journal Sa sk tamañjar : "….bh meree a matrsvarup  po ik  mamat may  ca vartate.
e  asmabhyam j van ya m t vat sarvam dad ti. ato'smabhirapi asy h samraka nam sadaiva
putravat sajjo bh tv  kara yam".2 This means that the Earth nourishes us and protects us like
mother. As a mother she offers everything needed for our survival. Therefore, we should also
protect her as her offspring. Likewise, the descriptions found in the Mah bh rata also give
evidence to the fact that human beings enjoy pleasures of life so long they live in harmony with
nature. Vedavy sa, the composer of the Mah bh rata, followed the path of the Vedic seers and
wrote in great details on animate and inanimate objects of nature and their relation with the
human beings.

Objective of the Study :

In this paper an attempt has been made to unfurl the concept of personification of nature
as revealed in the Mah bh rata and the environmental thoughts of Vedavy sa, associated with
it. Here an endeavour has been made to unveil the environmental perceptions from allegorical
expressions and relevance of these concepts in the modern world.

The objectives of this paper may be mentioned below:

(i) To create awareness among the masses that preservation of the environment is essential
for the existence of the living beings.

(ii) To explore the great heritage of environmental knowledge for minimising the present
environmental problems.

(iii) To change the materialistic outlook of the people towards nature for the sustainable
development of the society.
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Methodology :

In this paper required data have been collected from original Sanskrit texts and other
secondary sources like books, journals and internet.

Concept of Personification and Its Antiquity :

Personification means attributing human characteristics on some objects other than human
beings. When human qualities are imposed on an object, it becomes the embodiment of a
person. Generally, the natural objects were personified by the Vedic seers, philosophers and
writers to give a message that all the creations of this world have a special significance and
there exists a subtle ecological relationship between mankind and other living and non-living
objects. It may be true that Ecology as a separate discipline was not conceivable during the
time of the Vedas, but nature was considered as a living entity that always looked after our
welfare. The seers of the Vedas showed their gratitude to nature by personifying the physical
objects of nature as the symbols of different divine powers. They attributed the status of gods
to natural objects like Agni, V yu, S rya, ditya, etc. Likewise, U , P thiv , etc., were eulogised
as goddesses. Thus, natural objects are deified in the Vedas. A. A. Macdonell, in his book, A
History of Sanskrit Literature, has mentioned: "The higher gods of the gveda are almost
entirely personifications of natural phenomena, such as Sun, Dawn, Fire, Wind".3 In the gveda
the description of thirty-eight gods are directly or indirectly associated with the various elements
of nature. That the gods are the representatives of various components of nature has also been
enumerated in the Yajurveda as: 'agnirdevat  v to devat  s rya devat  candram  devat
v haspatirdevatendra devat  varu a devat '.4 [English Translation:  Agni, V yu, S rya, Candra,
V haspati, Indra and Varuna all are considered as the Gods.]

Significance of the Concept of Personification of Nature in the Mah bh rata :

The idea of personification of natural objects in the Mah bh rata reflects the innovative
thought of Vedavy sa, in the field of Ecology. In this epic, the sentiment of mutual respect is
reflected in the relation between human beings and nature. Here animals and natural objects
talked, moved and worked like human beings. In this epic, we get the descriptions of the
human origin of snakes, fish and rivers as the mothers of human beings, marriage between a
human being and a frog, a serpent practising austere penance, etc. This may be elaborated with
the help of a few references available in the diparva of the Mah bh rata.

Once Ka yapa, being pleased with both of his wives, Kadru and Vinat , wanted to reward
them by offering boons. Kadru then desired one thousand snakes as her sons and Vinata wished
two sons possessing enormous strength. Kadru, being a human being, desired to be the mother
of one thousand snakes. It is difficult to believe the human origin of the snakes, as it is beyond
the law of nature. So, we have to dive deep into the philosophical idea behind this incident.
This signifies the correlation of human world and animal world.

It is stated in the diparva that the sage Ka yapa was the father of the king of birds, i.e.,
Garuda:
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'ka yapasya dvij te ca katha  vai pak ir t suta /
Adhr ya  sarvabh t n mabadhya c bhavat katham//'5

[Translation: Why had Ka hyapa, a Brahmana, the king of the birds for his son? Why
was he invincible of all creatures and indestructible of all?]6

In this parva, the giant serpent e a is found to engage himself in austere penance:

'tapyam na  tapo ghora  ta  dadar a pit maha /

sa u kam sa-tvak-sn yu  jat c radhara  munim//'7

[Translation: The Grandsire saw him with knotted hair, clad in rags, his flesh, skin and
nerves dried up owing to austere penances he was practising.]8

e an ga wanted to end his life by performing penance. This worried Brahma as he
knew that e a had many benevolent works to do: 'kimida  kuru e e a praj n  svasti vai
kuru'.9   [Translation: O Shesha, what are you doing? Let you engage your thoughts for the
welfare of the worlds.]

In Verse No. 10, Chapter- 36 of the diparva, a relationship between birds and snakes
has been described: 'asm ka  c paro bhr t  vainateyo'ntarik aga?'10 [Translation: The son of
Vinat , who is also our brother, having a flight in the sky.]

The story of akuntal  included in the diparva of the Mah bh rata depicts that
akuntal  was left off by her parents on the bank of the river Malini. The place was full of

ferocious animals and birds. In that condition the left-out child was taken care of by ' akuntas'
or birds.

The word akuntal  consists of two words ' akuntai ', which means by birds and 'l t '
means protected:

'nirjane tu vane yasm cchakuntai  parivarit /

akuntaleti n masy  krtam c pi tato may //'11

[Translation: Because she was found in the solitude of the forest, protected by the
Shakuntas (birds), she has been named Sakuntala (protected by birds).]12

In chapter- 46 of the diparva of the Mah bh rata it is described that the sage Jaratk ru
accepted the request of his forefathers that the he would enter into married life to keep his
lineage alive. Jaratk ru is found to ask the living creatures of the forest to offer a suitable bride
to him:

'yasya kany sti bh tasya ye mayeha prak rtita?/
te me kany m prayacchantu carata  sarvato di am//'13

[Translation: Let any of those creatures, whom I (now) address, if he has a daughter,
bestow her on me who am moving all over the world for a bride.]14

V suki, the king of serpents then offered his sister, Jaratk ru to the sage Jaratk ru. Thus,
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the marriage between the sage and the sister of the king of the snakes took place.

In the Vanaparva of the epic, it is found that a swan talked to Damayanti as a human
being: 'sa m nu m giram krtv  damayant math vrav t'15 [Translation: Then that swan addressed
Damayant  in a human voice]. The episode of R ma, incorporated in the Vanaparva bears
testimony to the fact that in that period three worlds were interdependent and, in this world also
there was no separate line distinction among different biological worlds. In this episode we
find the comfortable movement of different animal characters, who played a vital role in the
development of the story. Here we get that R ma's army is comprised of monkeys like Hanum n,
J mbub n, Sugriva, etc., who assisted Rama in his battle against R vana. In this story, we find
that Jat yu, the king of vultures and a friend of Da aratha, fought with R vana, in his aerial
way to Lanka after the abduction of Sita. Jat yu tried his best to save Sit  and sacrificed his
life. But before death he gave an indication to R ma that R vana's chariot went towards the
south. When we consider this episode in a justifiable manner, a unique manifestation of the
environmental thought of that period appears before us, which was influenced by the law of co-
existence and interrelationship. This brings out the truth that human beings should not possess
the authoritative attitude over other objects of nature; rather they should express their gratitude
to these for providing them protection and nourishment.

The incidents like birth of Satyavat  from a fish, birth of Bh??ma from the river Gang ,
conversation between a python (Nahu a) and Yudhi thira in the Vanaparva,16 dialogue between
Yudhi?thira and the deer in chapter 258 of the Vanaparva, conversation between R macandra
and the sea in chapter 283 of the Vanaparva, the reference of the svayambara of Madhavi,
attended by G ndharvas, animals and birds, dwellers of mountains and forests, account of
Sarasvata as the son of the river Sarasvat ,17 reference of the bird N dijangha, the son of Ka yapa
and friend of Brahm ,18 in chapter-264 of the ntiparva conversation between J jali and the
birds, etc., speak about the mutual relationship of the human beings and birds.19 These indicate
the proximity of the living and non-living objects of this world. Again, in chapter -272 of the

ntiparva, a deer requested a Brahmin named Satya to kill him in the sacrifice as he would
attain heaven being killed in the sacrifice:

'tasmin vane sam pastho m go'bh t sahav sika?/
vacobhiravrav tsatyamtvayeda  du k ta  k tam//'20

[Translation: Nearby that forest, lived a deer, which was a mate of Satya. In human
language he (the deer) addressed Satya: O, Brahmin! You have committed a misdeed (in the
name of sacrifice)].

In the 2nd chapter of the Anu sanaparva, we find the description of the birth of Sudar an ,
the daughter of the king Duryodhana from the celestial river Narmad ,21 description of the
river Narmad  as the wife of Purukutsa, the son of the king M ndh ta,22 etc., suggest that
Vedavy sa, might have adopted this allegorical and fanciful way of communication to cultivate
ecological awareness among the masses. This allegorical method is one of the easiest traditional
practices that facilitated in educating common people the interconnection of physical and
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biological objects of nature. As far as the natural law is concerned, these incidents seem to be
impossible. But it reveals the co-relation of human world and animal world and opens a new
dimension of studies in genetic science, where opportunities are left for further research.

The Relevance of the Concept of Personification :

Support extended to the human beings by various living and non-living objects of nature
are often found its expression through various incidents of the Mah bh rata. It is believed that
the affairs of the society are reflected in the literatures, still the discretionary power of expression
belongs to the poet. Utilising that unique power, the poets form their fanciful imaginary world:

'ap re k vyasa s re kavireka  praj pati /

yath smai rocate vi va  tathaiva parivartate//'23

Vedavy sa, followed the path of the Vedic seers and incorporated the concept of
personification to communicate his messages for the preservation of the environment. The
Mah bh rata exposes the fact that the Supreme Divine spirit manifests itself in various forms
of this material world. Therefore, there is no fundamental difference between animate and
inanimate objects of nature. Both are equally important for a sound ecological condition.

At present, our materialistic way living has been isolating us from this interconnection.
Today, human beings do not understand the link they have with the symbiotic chain of life.
The supremacy of the human beings over the animal world and their mastery over nature has
destroyed the sacred relation that integrates them with the natural world. But, if we have to live
in a better environment, we have to rear that dignified principle of interrelation suggested by
Vedavy sa.

Considering the importance of the co-existence of living and non-living objects of the
environment, Indian constitution has inserted two Articles, i. e., Article 48-A and 51-A in the
year 1976 for the preservation and improvement of the environment. The clause (g) of Art 51-
A imposes a duty on every citizen of India, to protect and improve the natural environment
including forests, lakes, rivers, wild-life, etc., and to have compassion for the living creatures.24

Apart from these plenty of legislations like 1972- The Wildlife Protection Act, 1974- The
Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1980- The Forest (Conservation) Act and
Rules, 1981- The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, etc.25 have been passed.  But
these legislations are not implemented in a satisfactory manner. Indian people, being attracted
by the materialistic way of life of the people of the western countries, have discarded the
wisdom of our ancestors and neglected their thoughts, though they know its consequence well.
Even the elite section of the society possess an indifferent attitude towards nature. So long the
outlook of the people does not change, no legislation can make our life safe on this Earth. This
message has been sent by Vedavyasa through the concept of personification of nature, which is
more relevant today than ever before.
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Conclusion :

India possesses a rich heritage of environmental knowledge. But it is really unfortunate
that being the heir of such a rich heritage, people of India have failed to understand the
relationship of the human beings with other objects of nature. This alienation from nature has
created several types sufferings to the living beings. Protection of the environment is not only
the task of the Government, rather it is a social obligation and mission of each and every
individual, association and institution and in this regard, the Mah bh rata may be a great
source of inspiration.
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Puranic Influence upon the Religion and Society
with Special Reference to Assam

Dr. Mani Sarmah

The Pur as :

The Pur as constitute the most important religious literature of India and stand next to
the Vedas. The Pur as inform us about the social, religious and cultural life of the people of
ancient India. It also consists of varied topics like Philosophy, History, Geography, Poetics,
Dramaturgy and so on and so forth. The different morals and values propounded in the Vedas,
the Upani adas, the Epics and the Dharma stras are dealt in detail in the Pur as. From the
standpoint of character of this vast literature we may call this branch as an encyclopaedia of
ancient Indian thought just like the great epic Mah bh rata.

The Puranic literature is not only important for the study of the social religious and
political history of India, but also for the valuable information about the constitution of its
people, about the ideas and beliefs of the various tribes living at that time. The Pur as contain
all elements of popular Hinduism-rites, ceremonies, vows, modes of worship, heaven, hell,
virtues, sin and atonements, pilgrimages, reverence for gurus and br hma as and the like. The
Puranic literature also supply us information about the ancient geography of India and also
about literature, mythology, ideas and superstitions, flora and fauna and so on. Thus the vast
literature of Pur a is all-inclusive.

The Pur as are said to be the complement of the Vedas. These are the explanation of
the Vedas and as such are claimed to be the fifth Veda. It is said in the Mah bh rata that the
Vedas are to be amplified by Itih sa and Pur a. The very profound and mystical teachings of
the Vedas are not easy to be understood by common people. Hence, the Pur as and the Itih sas
were written in simple and lucid language so that the common people can also understand the
philosophical and religious ideas depicted in the Vedas. Moreover, the Pur as are especially
meant for those who are not allowed to read or listen to the Vedas. The dras and women are
prohibited from reading or listening to the Vedas by the Dharma stras. For them the Pur as
are written as a substitute of the Vedas. Thus, the deep and real message of the Vedas is
transmitted through the Puranas. They are Veda-sammita or Veda-sammata or Veda-sama1,
i.e., similar in intents and contents to the Vedas. According to the Vi u Pur a, the Pur as
are but a kh  of the Vedas2. According to Matsya Pur a Pur as are older than the Vedas
and are emanated from the mouth of Brahm 3.

Different thinkers explain the term 'pur a' differently. The word 'pur a' means
"pur a  khy na ," i.e., old narrative4. The V caspatya  explains the word 'pur a' as
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'pur  bhava ', and pur  niyate, i.e., Pur a is that which remains in the past and deals with the
past5. The Pur as themselves also try to ascertain the meaning of this term. The V yu Pur a
says that it is called Pur a because it lives in the past or it breathes in ancient times6. The
Brahm a Pur a also says that it is called Pur a because it existed in ancient times7. Similar
is the meaning given by the Padma Pur a also. It is called Pur a because it desires or likes
the past8. Such types of descriptions are found in other Pur as also. According to the Amarako a
of Amara Simha, the word Pur a stands for old narratives9.  In the Yaj avalkya Sm ti the
word Pur a is used in the sense of a literary branch without any specification whatsoever10.
Hence though the word originally meant ancient or old narrative, yet the term Pur a is actually
used as the designation of a class of literature dealing among other things, with old world
stories and legends. The extensive Pur a literature includes both early and late works.

The Pur as themselves give their own definition in the form of Pa calak a a (five
fold definition). According to Vi u, Var ha, Matsya and K rma Pur a, there are five
characteristics of Pur as11. In the Amarako a the Pa calak a a is mentioned like this.

" arga ca pratisarga ca va so manvantar ni ca /

va s nucarita  caiva pur a  Pa calak a am //"12

The same characteristics are found in the Vi u Pur a as-

"sarga ca pratisarga ca va so manvantar ni ca /

sarvesvetesu kathyante va sanucarita  ca yat //" 13

But in the Bh gavata Pur a adopted a da alak a a. (ten-fold characteristics) definition
of the Pur as. The definition runs thus:

sargo'sy tha visarga ca v tti rak ar ni ca /

va so va sy nucarita  samsth  het rap sraya  //

da abhirlak airyukta  Pur a  tadvido vida  //14

Sridhara Swamin, the commentator of the Bh gavata Pur a observes that the ten
characters or da alak a are the characteristic features of the Mah pur as, while the five
characteristics are found in case of the Upapur as only15. The Brahmavaivarta Pur a also
supports this view16. R.C. Hazra also maintains that these da alak as are dealt in the
Mah pur as while the five characteristics are predominant in the Upapur nas17. Matsya
Pur a adds that in addition to these ten characteristics, Pur as also deal with such topics as
the glorification of Brahman, Vi u, the Sun, Rudra, preservation and dissolution of the world,
the four goals of human life, like dharma, artha, k ma and mok a etc18. But even this description
is not adequate; since Pur as have undergone re-editions, due to the addition of fresh matter;
substitution of existing and omission and modification of it.

The Pur as used to exercise tremendous influence on Indian minds through the ages all
over the country and even abroad. Like other parts of the county Assam built up on a strong
Pur a tradition and in the process the main stories have been developed with local tradition
and customs. The Assamese society is a mixed one. However the Pur as have been exercising
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the same influence on the socio-religious structure of Assam as the tradition has been doing in
the rest of the country, of course with local variation.

Here an attempt is made to discuss about some of the documents of socio-religious order
of Assamese society by referring to some popular myths. The most ancient name of Assam was
Pr g-jyoti apura. The K lik  Pur a suggests a mythological derivation of the formation of
Pr g-jyoti a i.e. formerly Brahma staying here, created the star, so the city is called Prag-
jyotisapura.19 The etymological meaning of the word Prag-jyoti a which was found in the
K lik  Pur a has been followed up by the historians of Assam. In the book History of Assam
Sir E.A. Gait writes "Pr g means former or eastern, and Jyoti a, a star, astrology, shining. Pr g-
jyoti apura may therefore be taken to mean the city of Eastern Astrology. The name is interesting
in connection with the reputation which the country has always held as a land of magic and
incantation and, with the view that it was in Assam that the T ntrick form of Hinduism
originated".20 In this connection one popular myth is there which is found in some of the well
known Pur as as well as Mah bh rata. This is the well-known Naraka myth. Naraka the first
semi-mythical king of Pr g-jyoti a (ancient Assam) was born to the mother Earth by Vi u in
his boar-incarnation. Naraka the king of Pr g-jyoti a was than placed in charge of the Goddess
K m khy  than the name of the land was changed from Pr g-jyoti a to Kamrupa. In the K lik
Pur a the boundary of K marupa is marks by the river Karatoya in the west and the Lalit -
K nt  in the east. The whole region was under the spiritual domination of K m khya of
Brahmaputra valley.21 This Naraka myth of three ages i.e. Satya-Tret  and Dv para is very
much popular among the people of Assam.

In Assam there are so many mythological places and events which have unbelievable
influence upon the people of Assam. The U -Aniruddha myth is very much famous among
them. U  the lovely daughter of king B n sura of Sonitpura managed to bring Aniruddha; a
grandson of Sri K a to Sonitpur with the help of her friend Citralekh  and kept him confined
in her residence as lover. The Agnigarh hill of Tezpur in the district of Sonitpur is the witness
of that U -Aniruddha myth. In present time also this beautiful town of Assam which is known
as U -nagari in the district of Sonitpur is very much famous and popular among the tourist.
Another popular mythological character of Assam is Rukmini the beloved of Sri K a. Rukmini's
elopement is found in the Bh gavata Pur a, the Mahabharata as well as in the Vi u Pur a.
Sankardeva wrote an one act play named Rukmini-harana which is also very much famous and
popular in Assamese society. The neo-vaisnavism of Sankardeva 'Ekasarana dharma' by name
which is also famous and popular among the Assamese people is based on the Bh gavata
Pur a and the Git .

In the Bram nda Pur a another well-known myth is found i.e. Para ur ma myth. After
committed the crime of matricide Para ur ma the son of Sage Jamadagni visited all the places
of Pilgrimage and finally he visited the Brahmakunda a holy place of Hindus situated in the
eastern most part of Assam presently in the Arunachal Pradesh. He than cut the bank of the
holy lake and the axe, which was stuck to his hand, was dropped from his hand and reddish
colour water flow through the valley of Assam, which is famous as Lauhitya or Luit. This
Para ur mkunda is a famous holy place for Hindus; thousands of pilgrims visited this holy
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place every year. The Brahmaputra myth is also notable in this regard. In the Kalik  Pur a
Ch. 82nd Brahmaputra myth is found very clearly. Brahmaputra is the son of Amogh  and
Santanu. Though Santanu was the father of Brahmaputra but according to Kalik  Pur a its
original father was Brahm . Kalik  Pur a view is that Brahmas discharged semen was
transmitted to the womb of Amogh  by her husband Santanu himself. This Brahmaputra and
the Lauhitya is the same river of two names. In present time also all the devotee believe that
Para ur ma was wipe away from the sin of matricide by bathing this lake so they also bath on
the occasion of A ok ami every year from the waist-deep water of the Brahmaputra and
recite this :

brahmaputra mah bh ga antanukulanandana /

amogh garbhasambhuta p pa  lauhitya me hara //

Assamese society and the economy of Assam is mainly depend upon Brahmaputra because
agriculture is the main source of its economy and for cultivation water is necessary and
Brahmaputra is the main source of water.

So that we can say Assamese society had accepted certain myths as told in the Pur as
and some of them have been transformed in to legends. Almost all the myths have an influence
in the socio-religious life of Assamese society.

Footnotes :
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anantara ca vaktrebhyo vedastasya vinirgata / (MP, 4. 3-4)

4. History of Indian Literature, M. Winternitz, P. 455

5. V caspatya , P. 4369.

6. yasm t pur  hyanatida  pur a  tena tat sm ta  / Va.P, 1.203
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The Position of Sanskrit literature
in Medieval India: An analysis

Sarmistha Goswami

Abstract

Sanskrit is one of the oldest known languages over thousand years.
Being one of the oldest languages, the treasury of the Sanskrit literature is also
very rich. During the period starting from the Vedic age up to the advent of the
Muslims, which is now called as the period of early India, Sanskrit occupied a
prominent place in the field of Indian literature. Most of the valuable Sanskrit
works in every sphere like religion, philosophy, history, astronomy, medical science,
grammar etc were produced in early India. By 712 A D onwards Islamic powers
gradually began to establish their control over Indian lands. Since then till the
establishment of British rule the period is considered as the medieval age. During
this period India by and large was dominated by the Muslim Sultans and Emperors.
As these Muslim rulers patronized Persian and Arabic in their courts, Sanskrit
somehow had to lose its former prestige and popularity during medieval period.
Sanskrit so far assumed a religious identity as the language of Hindus, and the
early Muslim rulers were famous for their religious bigotry, therefore there is a
general assumption that Sanskrit literature was doomed under the Muslim rule. In
this study attempts were made to verify the said assumption by focusing on the
factors for the decline of Sanskrit literature and also to focus on the status Sanskrit
literature under various rulers of Medieval India.

Key words: Sanskrit, literature, medieval, Muslim, Persian, regional

Introduction

The first language of the world is a topic of debate; however majority of the world
recognizes Sanskrit as the oldest of all languages because oldest books and records are found
in Sanskrit. Sanskrit language was introduced to India by the Aryan people who entered Indian
sub continent from the northwest probably during 2nd millennium BCE. The origin of Sanskrit
language in written form can be dated back to c. 1500 BC. Since then throughout the period of
early India all the texts written in Sanskrit build up a rich depository of Sanskrit literature. So
far the Sanskrit literature is concerned; it can be classified in two periods viz Vedic and Classical.
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From 1500 BCE to 500 BCE is regarded as period of Vedic Sanskrit literature when the Hindu
religious texts like Vedas and Upanishads were composed. The Vedic Sanskrit was
extraordinarily complex language therefore it was not reachable for the common people. The
Vedic period ended when in 4th century BCE Panini introduced Astadhyayee a Sanskrit Grammar
which created a refined version of Vedic Sanskrit known as classical Sanskrit. The classical
Sanskrit flourished under the patronage of the various rulers of mighty Hindu kingdoms of
early India. From the pen of the great poets, play writes, historians, scholars of that period
enormous literary works were poured in. The time of Kalidasa, Banabhatta, Sudraka, Bhasa,
Bhartihari, Harsha can be considered as the heyday of Sanskrit literature.

From 6th century onward no paramount powers like Mauryas and Guptas came to the
political scenario of India. A number regional Hindu kingdoms sprang up but there was no
unity among them which paved the way for the foreign invasions specially the Muslim invaders
from Arab, Ghazni, Ghor and so on. The medieval period can be divided into two phases early
medieval and late medieval. The early part was dominated by the rise Rajputs, Cholas,
Chalukyas, Rstrakutas and later period was predominantly under the rule of the Muslims.
During this long period Sanskrit language and literature got a setback, Sanskrit was replaced
by modern Indian languages which were born out of Sanskrit and on the other hand Persian ,
Arabic and Turkish which were came to India with Muslim rule too contributed for the
deterioration of Sanskrit as the medium of literature. This paper tried to focus on the
circumstances leading to the decline of Sanskrit language and literature during this period and
also tried to find out whether Sanskrit was a completely neglected subject in medieval India
and if not what was its status.

Materials and Methods:

The present study used only secondary sources of data. Secondary sources like related
Books, Journals and Internet sources. Researcher used analytical design of the study.

Objectives of the study

1. To find out the factors contributed to the decline of Sanskri literature in Medieval India.

2. To throw light on whatever amount of literary activities related to Sanskrit were
accomplished during Middle age.

Analysis of the objectives:

In ancient India though Sanskrit was a flourishing language yet it was not the language
of the mass. Sanskrit was called Devabhasa or Devanagari, means the language of the divine
beings. Therefore Sanskrit was always regarded as a sacred language and its use was restricted
to Brahmana and Kshatriya people only. There were a number of great Hindu dynasties who
ruled in Indian territories and the Kshatriya rulers of those kingdoms revered the Brahmanas,
performed various brahmanical rituals and patronized Sanskrit scholars. As a result the growth
of Sanskrit language and literature under their rule accelerated during ancient era.

But the early medieval period of Indian history was marked by an unprecedented growth
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of a regional identity noticeable in such domain as those of polity, society and culture. From
the mid of 6th century, when the golden age of the Gupta's collapsed, a number of regional
kingdoms sprang up, leaving no paramount ruler at the center. In northern India, the post-Gupta
age largely comprised of various small kingdoms. However, among these small kingdoms,
Rashtrakutas, Pratiharas, and Palas were comparatively bigger kingdoms (between A.D. 750
and 1,000) Along with rise of regional kingdoms, there appeared the regional languages most
of which were the offspring of Sanskrit. Therefore to discuss the growth of the regional languages
it is important to know the evolution of the Sanskrit language. The Vedic Sanskrit was evolved
in to Classical Sanskrit, which in the passage of time led to the emergence of four types of
Prakrit which was believed to have been spoken in four different parts of India- in Mathura
region it was called Sauraseni, Magadhi in Magadh, in the North-west called it Paicachi and
Maharastri in Maharastra. These regional Prakrits gradually degenerated into the Apabhamsha.
In early medieval period various regional languages were evolved from these Aprabhamshas.
(pdf CULTURE :LITERATURE; RISE AND GROWTH OF REGIONAL LAGUAGE AND
LITERATURE)

In this evolutionary process, regional language replaced Sanskrit as popular language
and literature leaving it aside as the language of the orthodox Hindu Brahmanism.  These
regional rulers began to encourage and patronize the languages of their respective regions. As
a result in the early medieval era (600AD -1200AD)  though Sanskrit was continued to be the
language of literature, it had lost its connection with masses, on the other hand  regional languages
started  creating literature which seemed to be more popular among general people. The western
Apabhramsha, however, was used more extensively for literary purposes. The Apabhramsha
literature in the west is quite abundant,  the Jains used it for writing religious books, among
which may be mentioned Haribhadra's 'Samaraichcha',Dhanvala's BhavisattaKaha,Pushpadanta's
JasaharChariu, Savayadhammadoha,etc . Rajasthani played an important part in the early Middle
Ages in the greater part of northern India, for it had the patronage of Rajput princes, especially
the Sisodias of Mewar. It was used as the medium of heroic ballads and bardic poems, as well
as of religious and devotional verse. It had a prose literature too, consisting of narratives of
notable deeds of princes. The famous Prithviraja Raso, of Chand Bardai, however, was written
in such mixed dialects .The use of Rajasthani continued from the end of the 14th to the end of
the 18th century, but after the 15th century it was confined to Rajputana only. Other regional
languages such as Telegu in south under Vijaynagar Empire, Marathi under Bhmani kingdom,
Oriya under the Gajapati Surya Vanshi dynasty developed their own literature, and when these
regional literature reached a certain stage of development, they received patronage from the
Muslim kings as well, for example patronage of Nushrat Shah and Sultan Hussein Shah in
promoting Bengali literature are noteworthy. (Tarachand, 1994)

Since seventh century onwards, Muslim invaders from North West frontier began to
conquer the Indian kingdoms.  The conquerors of India brought with them a number of languages
from abroad. Among them Arabic, Persian, and Turkish were prominent. Arabic, as the language
of religion and of law, was cultivated by the learned, but its sphere was limited. Turkish might
be spoken within the domestic walls, but it did not possess any considerable literature. Its
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influence was small.  Persian was the language of the court. It was used not only as an official
language for all state purposes; it was the medium of social intercourse, and it was the favorite
of kings and princes, of officers and soldiers, merchants and mendicants. Patronage of learning
was regarded in those times as an important function of Government, and the centers of political
authority attracted numerous aspirants to royal favour. Prose and poetry writers from Persia or
Central Asia, and Indian authors born and bred in the country, displayed their skill at the courts
of those Muslim princes to win their favour. Thus there grew up in India the school of Persian
writers who vied with the natives of Persia in enriching the literature of that language. The
Sultans of Delhi were interested in the progress of Persian literature. Al-Beruni, who visited
India in the company of Mahmud of Ghazni was a great scholar. He was well-versed in Persian
and also studied Sanskrit. He gave a vivid account of India which provides us valuable
information regarding affairs of India in the eleventh century. Most Sultans of Delhi provided
patronage to scholars of Persian at their court which helped in the growth of Persian literature.
Many Muslim scholars from Persia and Central Asia fled away from there because of the
Mongols and found shelter at the courts of Sultan Balban and Ala-ud- din Khalji. Each of them
participated in the enrichment of Persian literature and therefore, Delhi became one great
centre of its learning. Besides Persian the scholars like Amir Khushru and Amir Hasan Dehlvi
used Hindi words in their writings. Thus under the new political atmosphere of Medieval India
the literary world of Sanskrit was eclipsed. (The problem of Hindustani (1944) Tara Chand)

The development of Bhakti and Sufi movement in Medieval India also lowered the
glory and popularity of Sanskrit. Both the Sufi and Bhakti movements stressed mystical union
of the individual with God. They laid great emphasis on love and devotion as the bond between
the God and the individual. The Bhakti Marg as shown by the Bhakti and Sufi saints was the
simplest way to attain the bliss of God which made them popular among the common people.
To make their teachings more accessible to the people, they discarded the use of traditional
languages like Sanskrit, Arabic & Persian and favoured local languages, the language of the
common people like Hindi, Bengali Marathi and Sindhi etc. During this period, literary works
of high quality were produced in many regional languages. The Nath Panthi siddhas had used
the "correct languages" (apabhramsha) as also local languages for their works in preference to
Sanskrit. The use of the common language by the Bhakti saints was, undoubtedly, an important
factor in the rise of these regional languages. For example Bengali by Chaitanya, Assamese by
Sankerdeva in Assam, Abadhi by Kabir, Punjabi by the Sikh Gurus, Marathi by Eknath and
Tukaram, Brajbhasha  by Tulsidas and so on. All these Bhakti saints had numerous followers;
they composed bhakti geet, poems, dramas, spiritual books in their respective regional languages
which enriched the medieval period with regional literature. The Marathi Bhakti saint Eknath
asserting the importance of Marathi exclaims, "If Sanskrit was made by God was Prakrit born
thieves and knaves? God is no partisan of tongue".  It expressed the confidence and status
carried by the local languages during that time.  The Bhakti tradition led to the loss of prestige
by the brahmans, consequently Sanskrit also lost some of its protege. In fact, in many parts of
the country, the early saints fashioned these languages for literary purposes. In eastern Uttar
Pradesh sufi saints, such as Mulla Daud, the author of 'Chandayan', Malik Muhammad Jaisi,
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the author of 'Padamavati' wrote in Hindi and put forward sufi concepts in a form which could
be easily understood by the common man. They popularized many Persian forms, such as the
masnavi. Amir Khusro the disciple of Shaikh Nizamuddin Aulia, made a liberal use of Hindi
words in his works, particularly in his couplets. Amir Khusro called the language used by him,
Hindavi or Dehlavi. Thus the claim of Sankrit in early India as the sole literary language
became no more valid in medieval India. The Bhakti Movemnt undermined the importance of
Brahmans and their sacred language Sanskrit, as Bhakti traditions did not emphasize the necessity
of brahmanical rituals and the knowledge of religious texts for worshiping God. (Impact of the
sufi and Bhakti movements on vernacular languages, Mandal P)

Though the Sultans of Delhi did not patronize Sanskrit literature and there were hardly
any Sanskrit poets or scholars at their courts, yet the Muslim rulers encouraged their Persian
court poets and scholars to translate important Sanskrit works into Persian, this was done
mainly with a view to make available to the foreign readers useful information contained in the
Sanskrit literature. Muslim rule in medieval India can be classified in two phases viz Sultani
age and Mughal Age. The rule of Delhi Sultanat was more orthodox than the Mughals. In spite
of that before the Mughals, the presence of Pandits is noted at the courts of most of the Sultans.
It is stated that Firoz Shah had Sanskrit works translated into Persian. Jalaluddin of Bengal was
the patron of Brihaspati, on whom he conferred the title of Rai Mukut. Sher Shah Sur had in his
service Bhuvananda and Todar Mai; and Salim Shah patronized Chandrakirti the author of
Saraswati Prakriya. During the time of  Delhi Sultanat, Ramanuja worte his commentaries on
Brahmasutras and Parthasarathi wrote a few books on Karma Mimansa. His most important
book is Sastra Dipika. Some Sanskrit dramas were also composed such as Harakeli Nataka,
Lalitavigraharaja Nataka, Prassana Raghava. Jai Sing Suri wrote Hamir Mada Mardana,
Vidyanath the author of Pratap Rudra Kalyan, Ravi Varma the author of Pradyunmmabhyudaya,
Rup Goswami wrote Vidagdha Madhava were some of the important Sanskrit scholars of
Sultani Age.(Begum, 1992)

From the time of Akbar, a more liberal ruling style was adopted by the Mughal rulers
which resulted in the removal of barriers between Hindu Muslim cultures in India. Equal
emphasis was given in patronizing the language and literature of their time irrespective to
Persian or Sanskrit.  Jains and Brahmana Sanskrit intellectuals often visited the courts of Akbar,
Jahangir and Shah Jahan. The Mughal rulers particularly Akbar and after, patronized Sanskrit
learning because they were keen to get the gems of Sanskrit literature rendered into Persian
language. Akbar appointed Bhanuchandra and Siddha Chandra who wrote a commentary on
Bana's Kadambari. Akbar patronized a number of Hindu poet and scholars such as-Vithal,
Krishna Das, Gangadhar, Nrismha, Bhanu Chand, Siddha Chand, Narayaru Bhatt and Nilkantha.
Bihari Krishnadas wrote' Parri Prakaska in which he gave Sanskrit equivalents of large number
of Persian term. Another outstanding work produced during the times of Akbar was Ramavinoda
by Ramachandra, an official of Akbar. During Akbar's time the Ramayana and Mahabharata
were also translated into Persian. The famous story of Nala and Damayanti was also rendered
into Persian by Faizi and was given the name of Maanavi Nal-o Daman. Certain technical
works like Bhaskara's Lilavati, Panchatantra and Simhosanad vatrinshatika were also translated
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in Persian during Akbar's time. In addition to the works mentioned above, many other Sanskrit
works were compiled or translated during the time of Akbar either under his order or under the
orders of his nobles. Pandits of Jahangir's  court were Govind Sharma, Kavi Karnapur; During
the time of Jahangir also a large number of Sanskrit works were translated into Persian. Certain
new works were also produced during his time. The prominent amongst them are Kirtisamullasa
and Danmhahcharitra by the poet Rudra. Jagannath, the prominent Sanskrit scholar also lived
at the court of Jahangir and enjoyed his patronage. He was granted the title of 'Panditraj' and
produced outstanding Sanskrit works like, Manoramalcucamardana on grammar,
Chitramimansakhandana on rhetoric, and Asafvijaya, a eulogy of Asaf Khan. During the times
of Shah Jahan also Sanskrit scholars were patronized. Shahjahan's patronized Vedanga Rai,
Kavindracharya, Parashu, Ram Misra, Panditraj Jagannnath. Apart from Jaganath, the great
Sanskrit scholar who flourished at the court of Jahangir, certain other scholars also lived at the
court of Shah Jahan. These included Vanshidhar Misra and Harinarayana Misra. The prominent
works produced in Sanskrit during Shahjahan's reign include, Munishvar's
SiddhanUuarvabhauma, Bhagavati Svamin's Kavyaviruiaprabodha and Vedangaraja's Parri
Prakaaka.In addition to the above scholars Abdul Hamid Lahauri, a great historian of Shah
Jahan, has mentioned several other names of Sanskrit poets who received patronage from the
Emperor. Aurangzeb, the next ruler was orthodox and had no soft cheer for Sanskrit learning.
He stopped extending patronage to Sanskrit scholars. However, Sanskrit learning continued to
flourish. Some of the outstanding works compiled during the time of Aurangzeb include
Raghunath's Muhurtamala and Chaturbhuja'Ratakalpadruma. Even Aurangzeb too seems to
have had Pandits at his court, for they translated for Azam's son a treatise from Sanskrit on the
sciences. (Raychoudhary, 1989)

The provincial rulers and noblemen of medieval time were equally eager to support
learning. As a result, despite the lack of patronage under the Sultanate regime, lot of Sanskrit
literature was produced during this period. This was mainly due to the encouragement extended
to Sanskrit by the Hindu kings of Vijayanagar- Warangal, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Bengal and the
Pallavas of the South. Thus we find that the Sanskrit literature was mainly produced in areas
which were free from Muslim dominations. An outstanding piece of literature in Sanskrit was
Vidyaranaya's Rajakakinirnaya dealing with history of Vijayanagar. While Rajnatha dealt with
the reign of Saluva Narasiniha in his Satuvabhyudaya. In the South particularly outstanding
works were produced in Sanskrit during the medieval times. Mention may be made in this
respect to the Dharmo Shastra of Madhavacharya and commentaries of Kataya Vema and
Mallinatha. During this period beautiful poems were also produced which were mainly
devotional, satirical, erotic and allegorical in character. In Bengal Kalluka published his
Commentaries on the Code of Manu. Chandeshwara wrote a digest of the Smritis. But the most
outstanding work produced in Bengal was Gita Govinda by Jayadeva. It dealt with the love
story of Radha and Krishna. Among the Muslim rulers who patronized Sanskrit were Zianu-l-
Abidin of Kashmir, Mahmud Begarha of Gujarat, were noteworthy. Zain-ul-Abidin of Kashmir
was fond of hearing Yoga Vasistha and Ramayana. Pandit Srivara of Kashmir translated Jami's
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Yusuf Zulaikha from Persian into Sanskrit. One of the first historical works to be produced in
Sanskrit during the Medieval time was Kalhana's Rajalarangini dealing with the history of
Kashmir. Zianu-l Abidin of Kashmir deputed the famous Sanskrit scholar Jonaraja and Srivara
for the completion of Rajatarangini to bring the history of Kashmir up-to-date.In fact two
Volumes were compiled under his orders and are entitled Davitiya Rajatarangini and Tritiya
Rajatarangini. This was followed up by Prithvirajavijaya and Hammiravijaya, two works
produced during the 12th century. Mahmud Begarha patronized the great Sanskrit poet
Udayaraja, who compiled Rajaoinoda, a work in seven volumes dealing with the life and works
of Sultan.(Raychoudhary,1989)

Conclusion

The above study shows that the transition of political hegemony from the Hindu powers
to Muslim hands in Medieval India was not the sole cause of the decline of Sanskrit learning
and composition of Sanskrit works. Undoubtedly during that age Persian, Arabic and Turkish
were the popular languages among the Muslim society of India. But the regional character of
the early medieval Indian polity, society and culture contributed more to the gradual decline of
the use of Sanskrit. Because of its complex nature, Sanskrit even in early India was not the
language of the general people; therefore under patronage of the regional kingdoms peoples
began to develop vernacular language which helped them to easily express their thoughts and
feelings in the form of vernacular literature. Thus the demand of studying Sanskrit literature
automatically decreased in middle age. The development of the Bhakti and Sufi movements
also had struck a death blow to the Sanskrit language by using vernacular languages as the
medium of religious preaching. Sanskrit was mainly indispensible in the early Indian lives as it
was the language of religion, but in medieval India the popularity of Bhakti Marg (path of
devotion) undermined the necessity of Sanskrit for spiritual development of people. It is true
that all these factors were responsible for gradual decline in the study and creation of Sanskrit
works but this analysis also proved that in spite of all those adverse situations the medieval
period saw the advancement of Sanskrit literature though the works may not be comparable to
the works of Great Sanskrit scholars of ancient India. Muslim rulers recognized the treasure
hidden in the Sanskrit literary works, so they took initiative in the works of translating them
into Persian and Arabic, as a result, the  Sanskrit books attained a much broader group of
readers across India. Again the regional rulers as well as the Mughal rulers showed great respect
for Sanskrit scholars and poets. Under them composition of Sanskrit works and treaties were in
vogue.  Most of the regional languages of India are the offspring of Sanskrit, it was not possible
for any regional language to weaken the foundation of Sanskrit literature. The slowdown of the
Sanskrit study in medieval India cannot be interpreted as the downfall of the language. The
literary ocean created by Sanskrit scholars of Ancient period was enough to maintain the dignity
and respect of the language for eternity.
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Yoga Philosophy and the Benefits of Some of the
Important sanas : A Study

Dr. Indrani Deka

Abstract

Yoga philosophy is propounded by Mahar i Patanjali. Patanjali's The
Yoga S tra is one of the remarkable treatises on yoga. There are also other books
on Yoga. Among them, the Ghera a Sa hit  and the Ha hayoga Pradipik  are
also significant. In Yoga philosophy, A ngayoga plays an important role.
A ngayoga is known as limbs of Yoga. These are - Yama, Niyama, sana,
Pr y ma, Praty h ra, Dh ra , Dhy na and Sam dhi. Nowadays, several
problems like stress, anxiety, frustration, anger, sleep disorders, lifestyle diseases
like diabetes, hypertension, etc have become part of everyone's life. A good answer
to all such problems is the practice of Yoga.  Among the eight limbs of yoga,

sanas play an important role. The Gheran a Sa hit  and the Ha hayoga
Prad pik  have mentioned about different sanas which are very useful for human
being. In this research paper, an attempt will be made to study about Yoga
philosophy with regards to the benefits of some of the sanas.

Key word: Yoga philosophy, A ngayoga, sanas.

Introduction:
Yoga has become a very essential part of every human being in the present time for its

innumerable benefits. It is the way of life. The term "yoga" has been derived from the Sanskrit
word 'yuj', meaning 'unite' or 'join. It is a method by practicing which one can get relief from
various kinds of mental and physical weaknesses. Patanjali, the profounder of modern Yoga
philosophy stated in his Yoga S tra that "yoga cittab ttinirodha -1/2". The foundation of Indian
Yoga is the Yogic Philosophy which is based on the Yoga S tra of Patanjali. Whereas, philosophy
is an attempt to realise the problem of the universe. As philosophy aims at knowledge of truth,
it has been termed in Indian literature as dar ana or the vision of truth. The term 'dar ana' is
derived from the root d  which means vision and also the instrument of vision. It stands for the
direct, immediate and intuitive vision of reality, the actual perception of truth and also includes
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the means which lead to this realization. There are three fundamental parts of philosophy.
These are- 'Aesthetics'- study of the nature of beauty, art and taste, 'Epistemology'- study of the
nature and scope of knowledge and belief and 'Ethics'- study of the right and good principle of
knowledge. Among the six types of theist (Astika) of Indian Philosophy, Yoga philosophy is
one of the most important. Other theist philosophies are namely- S mkhya, Ny ya, Vai e ika,
M m s , Ved nta. Actually, Yoga is not just a school of philosophy but it is a positive
experience.

Principles in Yoga Philosophy:
There are nine main principles in Yoga philosophy. These are- Tattvas or elements,

Pram na, Chittav tti, Kle a, Chittabh mi, A ngayoga, Gu a, Mok a and Existence of God.
There are twenty-six tattvas or elements in Yoga philosophy. Again, there are three kinds of
Pram nas in Yoga philosophy. These are- pratyak ya (perception), anum na (Inference) and
gama. Five types of Chittav tti or modifications of mind are pram na, viparjyaya, vikalpa,

nidr  and sm ti. Kle as are of five types, namely, -avidy , asmit , r ga, dve a and abhinive a.
There are five stages of Chittabh mi, which are as follows- K ipta, mu ha, Vik ipta, ek gra
and niruddha. Another important principle in Yoga philosophy is A ngayoga which includes
the following - Yama, Niyama, sana, Pr n y ma, Praty h ra, Dh ran , Dhy na and Sam dhi-
the eight limbs of A ngayoga - There are three Gu as, namely- S tvika, R jasika and T masika.
The knowledge of Moksha or salvation in Yoga philosophy plays an important role. The last
Tattvas or elements in Yoga philosophy is Existence of God.

Important Asanas and benefits:
sanas are very popular for numerable health benefits. Patanjali defines sana as 'sthira

sukha  sana '1 which means the posture in which one feels steady and comfortable, that is
sana. There are various types of sanas like Padm sana, Bhadr sana, Siddh sana, Si h sana

etc. The practice of these sanas leads to freedom from physical illness and mental conflicts.
Gheran a Sa hit  is a very important classical text describing seven limbs of Yoga philosophy.
Here, practices of Satkarma, sanas, Mudr , Praty h ra, Dh ran , Dhy na and Sam dhi have
been discussed in detail. In the Ha ha Yoga Prad pik  of Svatm r ma the first limb of Yoga is
considered as sana. Here it is said that if we do sanas then our body parts become flexible,
our mind and body become stable and negative thinking decreases slowly. In the book it has
been observed that, - "ha thasya pratham gatv d sana  p rvamusyate. Kurj ttad sana
smairjam rogya  c langal ghava . A g n  l ghava  lagh tva  gauravarupa
tamodharman akatv amapyetenokta ".2 Ha ha yoga is a process through which purification
and control of the body takes place. The Ha ha yog is also found that by developing control of
the body through sana, the mind is controlled. Therefore, the practice of sana is foremost in
Ha ha yoga. When we practice sana, steadiness develops. Pr a moves freely and there is
less chance of occurring of disease. In the Ha ha Yoga Prad pik  of Sv tm r ma, among the
eighty-four sanas, only four sanas are mentioned as most important. These are- Padm sana,
Bhadr sana, Siddh sana, Si h sana.
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Siddh sana and its Benefits:
Amongst these four asanas, Siddh sana is regarded as the best sana.3 This sana is

known as Bajr sana or Gupt sana or Mukt sana also.
 cf. etat siddh sana  pr huranye bajr sana  bidu
      mukt sana  badantyeke pr hurgupt sana  pare.4

If anyone practices this sana perfectly then he or she can get the benefits of all sanas
without doing other sanas. This is the most important and main sana of all sanas- 'mukhya
sarb sanetveka  siddh  siddh sana  bidu '.5

While sitting easily on the heels, one has to place down the palms on folded knees to rest
the hands. Initially a little pain in the keens and legs will be there, but later on no pain will be
felt. This Siddh sana or accomplished pose strengthens the nerves and muscles of the leg in
such a way that Rheumatism of the legs or Sciatica can never be developed. If this sana be
practised after each major meal and keeping the breath through the right nostril, the load of
food will be easily digested. Hair does not grow grey if this sana is done regularly from
youth. Rheumatic attack on the legs is also warded off by its practice as mentioned by Swami

iv nanda Saraswat  in his book.6 By doing Siddh sana, one can obtain mok a.7

Padm sana and its benefits:
It is a cross-legged yoga posture which develops meditation by calming the mind and

improving various physical ailments. This sana has two forms i.e., Mukta-Padm sana and
Baddha- Padm sana. Placing the right leg on the left thigh and the left on the right, keeping the
tongue attached to the root of the front teeth and the view has to be fixed at the tip of the nose
with the backbone straight. Then one has to place the left and right palms on the left and right
thighs respectively, this pose is called Mukta-Padm sana. While sitting on the Mukta-Padm sana,
the right hand has to be twisted behind the back to hold at the right big-toe already placed on
the left thigh and similarly the left hand must also hold at the left big-toe on the right thigh; the
chin will come down to the pit of the throat and observation will be fixed on the tip of the nose.

This pose is of great help in removing Rheumatism and other defects of the legs and thus
maintains physical health. Bend of spine is corrected in Baddha Padm sana, which is not only
an obstacle to physical health, but to the spiritual uplift as well. It is said in the Ha ha Yoga
Pradipika that this sana is reliever of all illnesses and only good yoga practitioner can succeed
in this sana.

Cf. Ida  padm sana  prokta  sarvaby dhibin ana ,
durlabham yena ken pi dh mat  labhyate bhuvi.8

By practicing this sana one can get relief from all disease.9

Bhadr sana (Beneficial pose for females):
Bhadr sana is a basic yoga pose suitable for beginners. It is a great sana for meditation

as it is comfortable. By practicing Bhadr sana one can get calmness in the mind. It also activates
the mul dh ra (root) chakra. As mentioned by Swami iv nanda Saraswat  in his book Yogic
Therapy, 'this sana kindles up appetite, expands and strengthens the nerves of the knees and
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of the pelvic region'. (p-245)
To do this sana, one has to seat on a yoga mat or blanket, bringing the feet toward one

another and, if possible, touching the toes and soles of the feet together. When in this sana
one has to use the hands, holding both feet and pulling them toward the pelvis as far as it is
comfortable. Next, extending the spine and letting the shoulders drop down the back, one has
to allow the knees to fall gently towards the mat. If needed, one has to place a bolster or yoga
block under the knees for support. At the same time, one has to engage the mula bandha by
pulling up internally on the pelvic floor and perineum.

The benefits of Bhadr sana are numerous; it calms the mind, activates the mul dh ra
chakra and reproductive organs, stretches ankles, knees and spine. Also, it improves the digestion
system. It is said in the Ha ha Yoga Prad pik  that one who practices this sana can be freed
from all illnesses- 'bhadr sana  bhabetedat sarvaby dhibin ana '.10

Si h sana:
This sana resembles a seated lion. The practitioner kneels as in Vir sana and makes a

facial expression by concentrating at the tip of his/her nose to resemble a lion. While sitting on
a mat one has to press the heels on both sides of the seam of perineum, so that the left heel
touches the right side and the right heel touches the left side of it. Placing the hands on the
thighs with stretched fingers, at the same time, one has to keep the mouth open and concentrate,
gazing on the tip of the nose. This effect the completion of the three bandhas.

Benefits of Lion Pose:
It releases tension in the face and chest. This sana improves circulation of blood to the

face. It also keeps our eyes healthy by stimulating the nerves. It specially helps to prevent sore
throat, asthma and other respiratory ailments. It may help treat bad breath. According to
Sv tm r ma this sana is worshipped by great Yogis-si h sana  bhavet p jita
yogipu gavai .11 It is said in the Gheran a Sa hit  that one who practices this sana can be
freed from all illnesses- 'si h sana  bhabed etad sarbavy dhin aka '.12

Conclusion:
In this modern world frequent problems have submerged humans. Several problems like

stress, anxiety, frustration, anger, conflicts, psychosomatic disorders, sleep disorders, lifestyle
diseases like diabetes, hypertension, etc has become part of everyone's life. A good answer to
all such problems is the study of Yoga philosophy and practice of Yog sana. Yog sana offers
more benefit than anyone can ask for. It could be said that the primary goal of Yoga is to gain
balance and control of one's life; to free oneself from confusion and distress; to provide a sense
of calm that comes from practice of sana and Pr n y ma. Because of all these incomparable
benefits, Yoga philosophy has spread all over the world. It has reached such fame and acceptance
that it is now considered as a health promoting tool in society. Both healthy people as well as
patients can practice Yog sana without any danger. If the information about Yoga philosophy
brings about an interest in the medical professionals and if they practice it, it can open up new
paths in bringing our traditional culture of Yoga and the present knowledge of modern medical
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science together. We can spread the knowledge of Yoga philosophy and practice of Yog sana
by doing workshop, talks, seminars, webinars, etc. In Assam, there are some institutions which
are offering courses on this area. It has come to our notice that good number of learners are
benefited from these types of courses. Here it may be mentioned that Krishna Kanta Handiqui
State Open University of Assam has launched a programme on Post Graduate Diploma in
Yoga. Under this programme learners are being acquainted with Yoga philosophy of both
theoretically and practically in open and distance mode.
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Vedic Teachings on Charity

and its Relevance in Present Age

Dr. Bornali Borthakur

Charity or d na means giving, often in the context of donation.1 In other contexts, such
as rituals, it can simply refer to the act of giving something. The term is related to paropak ra,
which means benevolent deed;2 dak in , which means gift or fee one can afford;3 and bhik a,
which means alms.4

D na or charity is a very noble deed. The act of giving gifts is highly praised in the Vedic
as well as in later Sanskrit literature. The .gvedic hymn X.117 consist of a collection of maxims
inculcating the duty of well- doing and charity. In the very first verse of this hymn it is mentioned
that the hunger should not be taken as a punishment for the poor and the hungry and the poor
should not be left to die. So it is said- na v  o dev h k udhamidvadham dadurutasit mupa
gacchanti m tyavah/uto rayih p ato nopa dasyatyuta p an mardit ram na vindate//.5

Bounteous, indeed, is he who gives unto the beggar who comes to him in want of food
and feeble, 6 because like the wheels of cars riches are ever rolling. So the poet says-

"P y  dinn  dharm n ya tavy n dr gh y msamanu pa yet panth m/o hi vartante
rathyeva cahr  nyamenyamupa ti hanta r yah//.7

Fruitless is the labour to win food of a man is not inclined to give. To speak the truth, that
food shall be his ruin. Neither does he enrich a patron nor a friend. He who eats alone bears
misfortunes alone.8

The idea sought to be stressed is that gifts ultimately make the donor affluent. A person
who does not share his food with those that need it enjoys it in vain. One who enjoys for
himself commits a sin. Thus, this hymn has a message of philanthropy and humanity. We should
always share our wealth or food with others, especially with the needy.

The Upani ads composed before 500BC, present some of earliest discussion of d na.
B had ra yaka Upani ad 9 states that three characteristics of a good, developed person are
self-restraint (damah), compassion or love for all sentient life (day ) charity (d na). Ch ndogya
Upani ad in book III, similarly states that a virtuous life requires : tapas (asceticism), d na
(charity), arjava (straight forwardness), ahims  (non-injury to all sentient beings) and
satyavacana (truthfulness).
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Charity or giving gifts is upheld as a great religious activity in later literature also. The
Bhagavad Git  describes the right and wrong forms of d na. It defines s ttvikam charity, i.e.
good, enlightened, pure charity as one given without expectation of return, at the proper time
and place, and to a worthy person-

d tavyam iti yadd nam diyante' nupak rine/de ek le ca p tre ca tadd nam s ttvikam
sm tam//.10

But the gift which is given with reluctance, for the sake of getting some favor in return or
again expectation of some gain is considered as r jasika (passion, ego driven, active) charity-

yattu pratyupak rartham phalam uddi ya v  punah/diyati ca pariklistam tadd nam
rajasam sm tam//.111

On the other hand the gift which is given at an improper place or time and to an unworthy
person, and not respectfully, but despisingly, is declared as t masika-

ade ak le yadd nam ap trebhyasca diyate/asatk tam avajanatam tat t masamudah tam//.12

These three psychological categories are called guna in Hindu philosophy.13 At the time
of giving gifts there must be raddh . In the Taittir yopani ad, the teacher instructs his students
at the end of their student hood thus-

 radday  deyam, a raddhay  adeyam.

The ntiparva of Mah bh rata declares d na as a good conduct ( c ra) along with
satya and ahimsa. A wealthy person is enjoined to share some part of his property with those
who have not got anything. It is ordained that as the wealthy persons earn money through trade,
business etc., which the destiny has provided them, they should spend some of it for the welfare
of people. If by chance a Br hma a acquires much wealth, he should not enjoy it alone, but use
it either in giving gifts or performing sacrifices.14 The Mah bh rata also does not regard the
acceptance of gifts as humiliating on the part of the taker, rather it its view, both the giver and
the receiver of gifts acquired the same merit.15 The epic also does not favour giving gifts to
anybody and everybody; the receiver of gifts must be possessed of some essential qualities.
These qualities include ethical and social values which are to be possessed of by a person to
become worthy of accepting gifts (pratigrahit ). Ethical integrity, education etc are regarded
as the qualities which make one worthy of this privilege.16 Hence, a greedy person or an idle
wanderer cannot become a pratigrahit .

According to the Mah bh rata, gifts may be of different kinds- physical and even mental.
Among these gifts giving abhaya is regarded as the best of all gifts.17 The works of public
welfare called purtakarman also are included in the list of gifts. Building of walls, rest-houses
and big tanks etc., for water are regarded as gifts which a king should give.18 Again the
Mah bh rata maintains that gifts will be ethical only if given with an open heart and without
malice. Moreover, it is imperative that wealth which is earned by proper and just means is
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worthy of giving, otherwise that gift will not earn any merit for the giver.19

The Bh gavata Pur a discusses when d na is proper and when it is improper. It states
that charity is inappropriate if it endangers and cripples modest livelihood of one's biological
dependents or of one's own.20

The term d na is also used to refer to rituals. For example, in Hindu wedding kany d na
refers to the ritual where a father gives his daughter's hand in marriage to the groom, after
asking the groom to promise that he will never fail in his pursuit of dharma (normal lawful
life), artha (wealth) and kama (love). The groom promises to the bride's father, and repeats his
promise three times in presence of all gathered as witness.21

Other types of charity includes donating means of economic activity and food source.
For example go d na (donation of a cow), and bhu d na (donation of land). D na is sometimes
classified by what is generously given or shared, without expecting anything return. For example,
vidy  d na : sharing knowledge for education, aushadha d na : charity of care for the sick and
diseased, abhaya d na : giving freedom from fear and anna d na: giving food to the poor,
needy and all visitors.

So, giving of gifts is considered a very noble act for human beings and the stras enjoin
d na as a noble duty that an individual should perform. By praising the act of giving gifts the
..stras urges us to share our wealth and not to earn for self enjoyment only. Today, we find that
some people are running after wealth trying to acquire it by any means. They do not care about
their fellow beings. Their greed for money is causing death and other hazards to numerous
children, youths and olds alike. However, the ethical aspect of d nadharma is not totally lost
sight of. Charity or giving gifts is upheld as a great religious activity even today. Many people
give gifts as part of religious observances. It is also found that there are some rich people who
give large amount of money or other valuable things to temples etc for the atonement of their
sins accrued from their sinful methods of earning money. But the Mah bh rata clearly states
for charity wealth should be earned by just means, otherwise that will not be a gift at all.
Hence, d na or charity in true sense can do a lot of good to the present day society.

So, from the above discussion it can be concluded that charity should be done for the
upliftment of humanity. We should be sensitive to human sufferings and social injustice and
promote the benefits of social service, global brotherhood and natural respect for all humanity.
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Ancient Indian Polity- A Brief Analysis

Nidarshana Sharma

Abstract

A polity or r jyatantram is regarded as the theory of government.
The key aim of polity is to administrate a society skillfully. If there is not the
system of polity, there would not find an arranged community. Because, a polity
makes a well- organized society. However, the foremost factor is the members of
polity also should have amoral and cleanliness mind to govern the society. The
system of polity has been going on for many years whiletime to time the system of
polity is also been changing. In this paper, polity of ancient India is tried to discuss.
Here, it endeavors to state the administration policy of ancient India including the
area like, election of king by people (vi a), parliamentary institute (sabh - samiti),
the rules (vidatha), the qualities of king and kingdom, punishment policy and so
on, denoting from the Vedas, Artha stra, C akyas tra etc.

Keywords: r jyatantram, vi a, sabh - samiti, vidatha

Polity:

The Sanskrit synonym for polity is r jyatantram, which can be uttered as government. A
polity is an extraordinary entity which is constituted by some leading persons either elected or
selected by the public of that certain place. Thus, polity refers a political group which key aim
is to administrate a society systematically. Without a proper polity there would be an environment
of anarchy and disorderliness. Polity is established to governance a society. Therefore, to make
a well-organized and systematized society the members of polity must have possessed some
qualities, such as leadership, maintain secrecy, right punishment etc. Polity is demonstrated in
various forms, i.e. in an institute, in a society, in a state, in a country and so on. However,
concept of polity could not be claimed as that it is a modern idea. Because, it has been going on
for many years. If ancient Indian scriptures are looked out thoroughly, then in many places the
concept of polity would be found. Qualities of king, primary parts of state, duties of king and
many more subjects have already been discussed by ancient intellectuals in their renowned
works in many years ago. Therefore, ancient Indian scriptures are always been admitted as
sacred as well as strong and rich.
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Indian Polity:

It has been revealed in the well-known text of administration and governance, the
Artha stra attributed to Kau ilya of ancient India that there are four disciplines to study, they
are- nv k ik  (logic), tray  (three Vedas, viz. gveda, Yajurveda and S maveda), v rta
(economics) and da an ti (politics). Thus, among the Indians the antiquity of the science of
polity can be traced back to the antiquated period. In a wider sense of polity, India offers most
influential and authentic theories regarding the politics. Hence, study of politics or da an ti
have been playing a significant role for many years in early India. Starting from Vedas, Sm ti,
Mah k vya and so on, the theory of polity has been stated by prominent early scholars. Under
the theory polity, there is included numerous subjects, such as king's protection, king maker
etc. However, it has to proclaimed that over the time, everything is transforming and it would
be keep transforming. Because, in ancient period of India, king was the only leader with his
assistants. They had taken help and advises from public. But today, India is regarded entirely a
democratic, sovereign and republic country. The constitution gave the power to citizens of
India to choose their own polity. In 1947, India was divided and became an independent and
free nation. But, before that British had administrated India. And before British supervision,
there was the system of kingship. Thus, it has been distinctly seen that time to time the system
of polity is also been changing. A passage about transformation is nicely stated, "winds of
change were definitely in the air. The forces of nature were conniving to provide the people of
the land, the panacea forthe ills of all time. The one. Everyone was talking about the one. Who
could it be? Was it a man? Or was it a woman? The ancient scriptures said the one would come.
The great masters said the one would come. The faintest sketches on the cave walls said the one
would come. Folklore was replete with stories of the one. The elders had said, at the turn of
time, when darkness turns two shades darker, the winds of change would begin to blow. It is at
that darkest hour that the one will arrive to lift the veil of darkness and light the fire of
transformation."2

Hence, if there is discussed all the changing phases of India step by step, then it would be
more extensive and lengthier. Therefore, in this paper, it is emphasized to highlight on the
discussion of the polity of ancient India in brief.

Objectives:

The chief objectives of this paper are to explain the systems, structures and administration
of polity of early Indian kingdom and the aptitudes of kingship.

Election of King:

Though it is said that in ancient time the kings had ancestrally been selected and they
governed their kingdom with the help of ministers and protected the people of the empire. But,
in the initial stage of Vedic period, it may be said that there was also a democratic society.
Because, in that period also the king is elected by the people (vi a) and it is precisely and
identically mentioned in the gveda and Atharvaveda that the king is being appointed as the
suzerain of the nation. He is the owner who is everlasting and steady. The public (vi a) wants
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him and through the king, the dignity of the nation should be amplified, it should never be
emaciated.3 Again in Atharvaveda, it is cited that the king was being seated on the highest
throne of his country and servants (public or vi a) wanted from him to provide them deserving
wealth and they were keeping under his rule for the sake kingdom work.4  In the context of the
nature of king it is expressedby the public of kingdom that as like the whole universe is constant
in between heaven and the earth, the same way king is also firmed as mountain.5  So, here it has
been seen that in the Vedic era, king is being compared to the mountain. Being determined and
pacific like foothill king had uphold the kingdom. As like Indra is in the heaven, equally in the
earth king administrates and leads the nation.6  The public requested to the king to defeat all the
violent opponents and keep sheltering them.7

Parliamentary Institutions:

Parliamentary institution is an organization where more than one assembly is associated.
The system of parliamentary institution is found in the Vedic period also which is regarded as
sabh  and samiti. The English synonym for sabh  and samiti is society and committee
respectively. The members of sabh  and samiti had given the splendorous advice to the king. It
is believed in the Vedic period that, only the committee could give the discretion and polite
remarks or decision. All the adherents of committee had to cooperate with the public of the
kingdom. Therefore, they are considered as state governmental expert. As like king nurtures
his son, the same way sabh  and samiti protects the king.8 In the marriage hymn of gveda, the
term vidatha, which refers to govern or discipline is used. Thus, it is mentioned that as like the
king, a woman is also become a queen in her husband's home. At that place, being an owner
and uttering pleasurable wordsshe can govern the family and bring everybody under her control.9

Thus, when the three sides, i.e. the king's view, the advisor's opinion and the minister's suggestion
harmonize on one decision, the deliberations will surely be crowned with success in any state
endeavor.10

Kingmaker Council:

In the Vedic society, it can be certainly said that there was a systematic administration.
The king was regarded as the Supreme lord of the country. He was selected by thoughtful
makers, who are recognized as r jak ta . In the Atharvaveda, the group of kingmakers is alluded.
In thatgroup consisted seven persons, they are- the fishermen (dh v na ), the chariot makers
(rathak r ), the black smiths (karm ra), the intelligentsia (man i a ), the kings of other
countries/royal families (r j na ), charioteers (s t ) and the village headmen (gr m nya )11.
Thus, it has been appeared that the kingmakers were the legislatures of common people, who
were selected as the members of committee (samiti) also.Although, they had proficiency to
make their king, but most importantly the king also must have some qualities to govern his
entire country.

Qualities of King:

The supreme head of the kingdom have possessed some qualities to elevate the country.
It is said in the Artha stra that taking care, proper service, hearing, acceptance, holding,
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contemplation, logic, semantics and so on are the basic essential qualities of king.12  Regarding
the key duties of king, there are two supreme duties mentioned by ukr c rya, they are-
upbringing the people of kingdom and destruction of evil.13 Thus, to fulfill his duty virtuously
king must have power and that sources of power is of three kinds, i.e., 1) the power of knowledge,
which are received through the advices of council minister and wisemen, 2) power of army and
treasury and 3) enthusiasm.14 On the other hand, king kept protecting his state, he had the full
power to give punishment to the criminal of the state also. But, if a king punishes culprits
cruelly, then he is targeted by hatred people of the country. Hence, the king must punish the
culprit as well as judiciously and appropriately.15

Qualities of Kingdom:

The renowned work of governmental theory Artha stra, enumerated seven essential
organs of kingdom also. They are- the owner (sv m ), the minister (am tya), the public
(janapada), the fortified capital (durga), the treasury (ko a), the military (da a) and friends
(mitra).16  Of these if one is found missing, then that country cannot be designated as proper
kingdom. Therefore, a kingdom must have these seven elements. Regarding the state's secrecy,
each kingdom has some confidentiality. So, this is the duty of wisemen, ministers to keep the
secrets closely guarded and protection of the state's secrets ensures its continuous prosperity.
C akyas tra introduced four essential inaccessible gains for a state, they are- 1) to get what it
doesn't have; 2) to ensure its security after it is gained; 3) to ensure growth in that asset thus
gained and 4) to swap that gain with something more advantageous to the state.17

Conclusion:

Thus, it has been seen that ancient Indian polity holds a systematic and disciplined society.
From the election of king to his administration policy everything was being organized. Public
and the king had a conjoining relation, for which they can communicate and expresstheir
problems to king. And being a thoughtful king also weighs the pros and cons with his ministers
and members of the committee before announcing the final result. And for the crimeand
wrongdoing king gave the appropriate punishment also. Hence, it can be concluded that without
polity a society, a state or a country cannot be structured. Therefore, in ancient era also reputation
of polity took anauthoritative and important position.
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Economic Condition  at the Age of Artha stra
: An Overview

Dr. Kalpita Bujarbaruah

The Artha stra reflects the general economic condition of the people of the then Indian
Society. Ancient Indian economy was mainly pastoral and agricultural. In the age of the
Artha stra too, the main occupations of the people of the then society appears to have been
agriculture, cattle - rearing and trade. These three being conveyed by the single term v rt  in
the Artha stra1. Kautilya describes v rt  as janapada-m l v rt  which means rooted in
janapada or countryside. Agricultural operations were under S t dhyak a. When state owned
lands could not be cultivated directly, these were placed in charge of share - croppers, their
share having been half the produce or one-fourth or one-fifth3. The best type of land is described
as adevam t ka4. It means the land, which is not dependent on rainfall. It is found that for other
kinds of land irrigation by means of setu was provided. Setus were of two kinds viz., Sahodaka
and h ryodaka5. Sahodaka means tanks, wells etc. having a constant supply of water.
Artha stra denotes embankmcnts or· dams for preserving water. Sahodaka is stated to be
preferable6. It is mentioned in the Artha stra that in normal times, the farmers were at liberty
to determine the kind of crops and extend of lands in which it should be grown. But in emergency,
such a decision might be taken by the State and the seeds supplied by the State itself7. In  those
days, agricultural labourers received salaries also. The labourers who worked in vegetable
gardens, orchards, flower-gardens and also those who worked as keepers of cattle used to get
a wage of one pa a and a quarter per month besides food for themselves and their families8.

The Artha stra mentions rotation of crops also9. The terms Grai mika, V r ika, Haimana
and V santika means the crops raised in summer, rains, autumn and spring respectively.
According to Kau ilya the king should supply seed, cattle and money to the farmers as loan as
a measure of encouragement. But the cultivators should return the same by easy instatments10.

In the Artha stra two methods of tending cattle are observed. Under the  vetanopagr hika
system, one hundred milch-cows, placed in charge of a group of cowherds and their helpers.
Each one of them was paid wage in cash. In such a condition, the whole of the produce of the
herd was to be made over to the state11. The other system is described as karapratikara. Under
this system, one hundred cows of all age - groups, containing twenty milch-cows, were given
to a cowherd who paid to the State a fixed quantity of ghee every year12. It is mentioned in the
Artha stra that there was a Superintendent of pastures and his duty was to ensure the protection
of the cattle grazing in pastures13. Their officers used to keep the records of not only the cattle
belonging to the State but also of those owned by private individuals, the latter through village
and district officers under the collector.14
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In the days of the Artha stra, various arts and crafts practised by the people of the then
society. These were known as pa or ku ilava and k rul5. The craftsmen appear to have been
of two kinds, viz. K ru asi s and Svavittak rus. The K ru asi s mean the master artisans
under whom salaried workers worked and who enjoyed the profits. The Svavittak rus were the
artisans who worked with their own capital. The latter class appears to have been under a
guild, which controlled them16.

The Artha stra provides lots of information of trade and industry of the then society.
Besides private enterprises, the state trading are also mentioned. Exports and imports were
regular features of industry17. Traders used to travel in caravans to foreign lands. The term
Sa y na appears to denote sea-voyage. Kau ilya also mentioned the water-ways for trade.
According to him it was more open to danger than land-routes18. Textile industry appears to
have been very important. At that time, there were separate factories for weaving different
kinds of cloth like cotton, linen, silk etc.19. In those factories, equipments for the army, e.g.
ropes and straps were also manufactured. In the brisk industry, chariots of various kinds and
carriages for use by the army or on ceremonial occasions were manufactured20.

Of the metals, gold, silver21, copper, lead, tin, iron, vaik ntaka (a kind of gem) are
mentioned in the Artha stra22. Diamonds, rubies and salt were also obtained from mines23.
These things were shaped into various articles in factories or karm ntas24.

It is noted in the Artha stra that the people in those days also were taxed and enjoyed
exemptions and protection. One-sixth of the agricultural produce, known as bh ga, was usually
the king's due as levies called kara and bali included under the State25, or tax realised from
countryside. Generally kara and bali are synonymous. But sometimes kara means tax on income,
payable in cash. Bali, usually denoting any state due, sometimes stands for a sort of occasional
levy.

It is also found that the merchants had to pay a road cess for foreign goods for safety on
routes26. It was called vartan . Duty or s lka was to be imposed on exports and imports and
excise duties were to be charged on indigenous products27. In those days, concessions were
provided to ship-owners and caravans with a view to encourage import of foreign goods.

Some duty - free articles were also mentioned in the Artha stra. They are as follows:-
goods for marriage, sacrifice or other holy rite28, imported arms, jewels, corns and cattle29,
imported goods beneficial for the State and seeds of rare species.30 etc.

In Kau ilya's age, people earned their livelihood by selling meat. Sale of meat was
regulated by the officer known as Sunadhyaksa. At that time also, killing of some birds like
hamsa, kraunca and cakora and some animals was banned31.

The slaughter of animals belonging to sanctuaries was particularly prohibited32. The
S n dhyak a was to keep watch over the quality of meat sold and to punish the offender33.
People also owned and ran restaurants at that time. Public eating houses serving vegetarian and
non-vegetarian foods or dishes are mentioned by the author34. From the Artha stra, the
following vendors of food may be noted :- ap pika (seller of bread), audanika (seller of cooked
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rice), pakvam sika (seller of cooked meat and other non-vegetarian dishes). There were state
bars which also provided lodging for stranger35.

The followers of other callings, mentioned in the Artha stra36 are astrologers, sooth-
sayers, and fortune-tellers. Some people earned their living by interpreting omens, signs of
birds, dreams and marks or movements of the body. Some people also earned their
livelihood by playing boats, catching fish, collection of conch-shells, pearls etc.37.

In the Artha stra, Kau ilya divides forest products into certain groups38.  Among flora,
there are the following groups - Saradaru, i.e. strong timber, ve u, i.e. bamboo class, vall ; i.e.
creeper class, valka, i.e. fibrous plants, rajju-bandha, i.e. those yielding rope-making stuff,
au adha, i.e. medicine etc. It was the duty of the Kupy dhyak a, i.e. the Superintendent of
forest-produce to collect various forest products and also to prevent damage of forests by
people. Thus, it is found that reserved forests were under direct State-control.. The storing of
forest produce in the capital is also mentioned in the Artha stra39. It may be inferred that the
state perhaps manufactured defence materials with certain things obtained from the forest. The
officer-in-charge of the arsenal should have the knowledge about the materials derived from
the forests and their qualities40.

From the aforestatcd discussion, it may be inferred that at the age of the Artha stra the
community was a developed and advanced one. Be it in the system of obtaining loans, prevalence
of foreign trade, paying of taxes, preservation of forests, banned on the killing of certain animals
and birds etc., there is not much difference between the society of the days of the Artha stra
and our present social structure.
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Mudr r k hasa: an off-beat Drama in
Sanskrit Literature

Dr. Nandita Sarmah

Abstract

Dramatist Vi kh datta has a specific position in Sanskrit literature due to his unique
style of writing. He wrote three books viz. Dev chandraguptam, Abhis rikava chitakam and
Mudr r k hasam. But, he is mostly famous for his drama Mudr r k hasam, which means the
signet ring of R k hasa. There are seven acts in this drama and it gives the description of
Nanda dynasty, his minister R k hasa, who was a brahmana with expert in skill of diplomacy.
This drama also narrates the political intrigues of Ch nakya, the minister of Chandragupta.
The animated expressions and impressive explanations generally found in Vi kh datta's
writings, along with his great knowledge of the N tya stra, Jyoti stra, Artha stras etc. is
also observed in the Mudr r k hasam.

However, this drama is unique in many  aspects regarding the majority of Sanskrit plays
i.e., it is a purely political drama with  diverse characters, the absence of any of the recognized
dramatic sentiments, absence of female characters, the complete absence of  emotions such as
love and humor etc. In this paper, a humble attempt is made to bring out the discrepancy of this
drama from other Sanskrit plays.

Keywords: Mudr r k hasam, Vi kh datta, Ch nakya, R k hasa.
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Chanakya has to fulfill a vow, but that ac-
complished, relinquishes rank and power; and Rakshasa, whilst he pursues Chandragupta
with holistility, seeks only to revenge the death of his former sovereign without the
thought of acquiring fortune of dignity for himself."

It is a historical or political drama, and represents a
curious state of public morals, in which fraud and assassination are the simple mean by
which inconvenient obligations are acquitted, and troublesome friends or open enemies
removed. It is not, however, that such acts are not held in themselves as crimes, or that
they are perpetrators, if instigated by vulgar vice or ferocity, are not condemned as
culprits; it is only when the commission of the crime proposes a political end that it is
represented as venial, and is compatible with the possession of great virtues, and even
with an amiable character."
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Mud r k hasa, M. R. Kale, p.xxxvii

Ibid., M. R. Kale, p.xxxiv
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Modern Vedic Commentator T. V. Kapali
Shastri and his Style of Explanation

of the Mantras : An Observation

Abstract

T. V. Kapali Shastri was a renowned vedic commentator of
modern times. He has offered his immense contributions by assimilating
the modern thoughts with the culture and civilization of the ancient period.
Being born on 3rd September,1886 in Mailapur of Chennai he became the
disciple of Ganapati Muni and Sri Aurobinda in the later period. His
insightful writings written in different languages have been published in 12
books. Shastri has explained the Vedas by keeping the gveda as the basis
of all. According to him ,there are two types of meanings of the vedic
words.One is internal ,the other being external which has hardly got
recognition by him. Shastri gave utmost effort to provide the internal
meanings of the vedic mantras. In the present paper an attempt would be
made to highlight the ways and style of Kapali Shastri's explanation of the
vedic mantras.
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K th git  of Bhattadev : An Analysis

Abstract

Bhattadev was the father of Assamese prose literature. According to
the instruction of his Guru, Sri Damodar Dev, he transtated Sanskrit philosophical
texts Srimadbhagavadgita and Bhakti- Ratnavali to Assamese. The purpose was
to simplify the texts for ‘Women’ and ‘Shudras’ who did not have access to
education at that time. Bhattadev’s Srimadbhagavadgita is more of a gist or
summary than an actual translations. Considering the fact that he was a sanskrit
scholar, he used a lot of Sanskrit words, also a lot of Kamrupi words and old
Assamese words in his writings. From his writing one can infer that he firmly
preached that ‘Karma is Dharma’. Bhattadeva has earned special place not only
in Assamese prose literature but in Indian literature as well.

Key words: Bhattadev, Prose liturature, translation, Sanskrit words, Katha-Gita.
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Concept of Controlling the mind according to
the r madbhagavadg t

Abstract

The rimadbhagavadg t , often reffered to as G t , is most widely
read book of theistic science in the world. It is the essence of vedic knowledge
and one of the most important Upani ad in vedic literature. Although, it porttrays
only a coversation between Lord rik a and Arjuna, but in reality, this book is
the foundation of Indian Philosophy. The various questions arising in the doubtful
spinning mind of Arjuna regarding different matters of this universe are beautifully
answered by Lord rik a in the G t . Though the backdrop of this creation is a
warfront, but still this book depicts a real peace equation. The main purpose of
this book is to entice a dejected Arjuna towards war, who, earlier decided net to
fight because of the presence of all the venerated figures in the enemy side, like
Bh ma, Dro c rya etc. But in order to make it happen, the invigorating speech
that Lord rik a delevered, had stayed as perpetual solution to the various
questions of human mind. The Divine Being expresses his perpetual maxims as a
solution to the various doubts and suspicious appearing in the mind of Arjuna. In
the G t  Lord K a describes in detail about the importance of controlling the
mind. The mind is restless, unsteady and uncooperative. It is undoubtedly very
difficult to curb the restless mind, but it is possible by suitable practice and by
detachment. Lord K a tells Arjuna that by controlling the mind he can attain
complete perfection in life. He makes it clear that without mind control, no one
can attain peace and bliss in life.
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